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What is smart view tv

The app that lets you enjoy multimedia content from your mobile and computer on your Samsung Smart TV. The Samsung Smart View app allows you to enjoy content stored on your mobile and PC easily on your Samsung Smart TV, as well as allow you to control the TV with your mobile phone. You can use Smart View to control your Samsung Smart TV even without a remote
control. Connect your mobile phone to the TV and select videos, photos, or even music. Your content will play immediately on the TV. Create custom playlists to access all your favorite videos, photos, and music in one place. Add content files or even an entire folder from your computer to Smart View and play everything in the list at once. ▸ If you add video and subtitles together,
you can use the subtitle function. You can enjoy content from all devices connected to the TV, as the source is available for connected device content through the 2013 and 2014 Samsung Smart TV models media panel and from MY CONTENT for Samsung Smart TV 2015 models. ▸ The availability of the application may vary depending on the region.Netfli's streaming
membership is required. How to use Smart View Connect your mobile/PC and TV to the same network. Download Samsung Smart View from the App Store, Google Play, or Samsung Galaxy Apps. Launch the app and follow the steps to set up Smart View. ▸ 2011~2013 Samsung Smart TVs require you to select Allow a pop-up window showing nearby devices to
connect.2014~2015 Samsung Smart TVs require you to enter a 4-digit number displayed on the screen. Supported Smart TV 2011LED D7000 devices and above, PDP D8000 and above. 2012LED ES7500 and higher, PDP E8000 and higher. 2013LED F4500 and higher (excluding F9000 and above), PDP F5500 and higher. 2014H4500, H5500 and higher (excluding
H6003/H6103/H6153/H6201/H6203). 2015J4500, J5500 and higher (excluding J6203). 2016K4300, K5300 and higher. ▸ Supported TV models may vary by region. Mobile operating system Android 4.1 and above. Processor 8, 8.1, 10 (32/64 bit) CPU Intel Pentium 1.8GHz or higher (Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0GHz higher recommended) RAM 2GB (recommended) VGA 1024 x 768, 32bit
or above the Samsung Smart View app allows you to enjoy multimedia content from your mobile and phone on your Samsung Smart TV. The Samsung Smart View app for mobile devices and computers brings videos, photos and music from your mobile device or computer directly to your full SCREEN on the TV for the maximum To use this app, your device must be connected to
the same network. Smart View is compatible with the following TVs: 2011: LED D7000 and above, PDP D8000 and above. 2012: LED ES7500 and above, PDP E8000 and above. 2013: LED F4500 and higher (excluding F9000 and above), PDP F5500 and higher. 2014: H4500, H5500 and higher (except H6003/H6103/H6153/H6201/H6203). 2015: J4500, J5500 and higher
(excluding J6203). 2016: K4300, K5300 and higher. higher. 100000000000000000000 Please note: Navigating art mode is not supported for tablet models. For mobile devices, the app is compatible with Android OS 4.1 and above, also with iOS 7.0 and above. PC requirements: ● OS Windows 7, 8, 8.1 (32/64 little supports) Published August 31, 2018 by Leomar Umpad in
Android, Apple iPhone, Smart View apps lets you see your phone screen on your Samsung Smart TV. In addition to screen sharing, Smart View lets you use your mobile device as a TV controller. This article will teach you how to use Smart View on Smart TV. The Samsung Smart View app was launched on selected Samsung smart TVs last 2015 as part of the beta test. The full
version is released next year with better connectivity that allows even non-Samsung phones to connect to Samsung Smart TV. You can now stream the screen to any device using Smart View on a Smart Smart TV. Whether you're an iPhone user or an Android lover who prefers other non-Samsung brands, your mobile device can now work with your Samsung Smart TV. This
article will discuss all the things you need to know to use Samsung Smart TV's Smart View. To use Smart View on Smart TV, you'll need to have the Smart View app on your mobile device, connect your phone to the TV, then stream media, and control the TV from your mobile phone. The following sections will discuss the details. ! Note: Some models in certain geographic areas
may not support Smart View. Contact your country's Samsung support to see if your region supports Smart View. How to install Smart View on your Android device to install Smart View on your Android device, do the following: 1. Open your app in the Google Play Store and search for the Smart View app. Alternatively, you can download the Version of Smart View on Android via
a browser. 2. Install Smart View on your Android device. 3. After installation, go to the app drawer and open the Smart View app. How to install Smart View on your iPhone To install Smart View on your iPhone, follow these steps: 1. First, go to the App Store and search for the Smart View app. Alternatively, you can download the Smart View version of iOS through a browser. 2.
Then install Smart View on your iPhone. 3. After installation, go to the app drawer and open the Smart View app. How to connect your phone to Smart TV using Smart View To connect your phone to smart TV and start streaming on your device screen, run Steps: 1. To get started, open the Smart View app. Then press the Connect to TV button from the Smart View user interface.
3. Wait for the app to load and detect Smart TVs that are connected to the same network as your phone. 4. Press the TV name to connect to the device. 5. Wait until prompted on your TV, confirming whether you want to connect the two devices. Press the button on the to continue with the connection. 6. With a successful connection, your phone screen is transmitted to the TV.
You can now stream media files from your phone to smart TV. FAQs C: The app doesn't show my Smart TV. A: A common and working Internet connection is needed to connect your mobile device to your Smart TV. Make sure your phone and TV are connected to the same Wi-Fi connection to maximize Smart View features. C: For some reasons, my TV can't connect to the Wi-Fi
network. Is it possible to use LAN? A: Some TVs support a LAN connection and others don't. If your TV had a LAN port, you can connect to the network using the LAN cable. If there is no LAN port, you must have a TV connected to your Wi-Fi network. In: Smart View says the app doesn't support my TV. What are my options? A: There are two main reasons why smart View
displays a mentioned error message. Your TV may be an older version that doesn't have Smart View support, or it could be a newer version that no longer supports Smart View, but instead uses Samsung's SmartThings app. If you have an older mobile device and TV, you can still throw your phone screen on your TV by checking out our tutorial on how to reflect Samsung Galaxy
phones on a TV. If you have newer phones and TVs, you may need to use Samsung's SmartThings to get the most out of your devices. You just learned how to use Smart View on your Samsung TV. If you have any questions about any of the steps above, let us know in the comments section. Interested in the article? You may find these related articles that are useful. Check
them out. Mirror iPhone to PC with Windows Using airplay How to mirror my Samsung Galaxy phone on the screen of my TV? How to connect your mobile phone to ps4 Playstation 3 - Use remote Play on any Windows 7 PC (2014 update) 1 Connect your Samsung Smart TV and your Android phone to the same Wi-Fi network. This ensures that the two devices can connect. [1] 2
Install the Smart View app on your phone. Here's how to get it: 3 Open Samsung Smart View. This is the TV icon with 4 curved lines below it. You'll find it in the app drawer on your Android phone. If you've just finished installing the app from the Play Store, you can press the green OPEN button to launch the app instead. 4 Tap Allow when prompted. You'll only need to grant the
app permissions the first time you start. 5 Select the Samsung TV if prompted. If you have more than one on your Wi-Fi network, choose the one you want to connect to. On the a message will appear. If you only have one Samsung TV, it can connect automatically. 6 Select Enable TV. This option will appear at the top of the TV screen. Use the remote you use for your TV and
select the Allow button. Some Samsung Galaxy can connect automatically. 7 Select a TV or media app to play. Once connected, you can choose what to see on the TV from your Android phone. You should see the icons for all Smart TV apps that are installed on your Samsung TV displayed on a Smart View app network. Just tap any app to open on the TV. You can also tap the
remote control icon in the upper-right corner to use your phone, such as the Samsung remote to control your TV. 1 Swipe down from the top of the Home screen. This opens part of the notification panel along with several of the quick setup tiles at the top of the screen (i.e. buttons with Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) icons). 2 Swipe down again. Now the entire panel is open, revealing even
more of your quick tile settings. 3 Tap SmartView or Cast. This opens a pop-up list of devices you can connect to. On some Android phones, this option can be said screen duplication. If you don't see one of these options, you may need to swipe right on the second page of notification tiles. 4 Select your TV. Your Android screen will appear on the TV. Everything you do on your
phone will also appear on the TV. On some apps, you can turn your phone sideways to display your phone screen in horizontal mode. 1 Open the app you want to scroll to Smart TV. This could be YouTube, Hulu, Netflix and many other apps. 2 Tap the in-app show icon. The location of this icon varies by app, but you'll usually find it in the upper-right corner of the app. Look for
the rectangle with Wi-Fi waves in the lower left corner. This will open a pop-up window with a list of devices on your network that you can connect to. 3 Select the Smart TV button. This will connect the phone app to the TV. 4 Choose something to play. The selected video or song will play on the TV but not on your phone, meaning you can still use your phone during streaming.
Add a new question My TV does not have a device like Chromecast etc, so how can I throw my phone to my Samsung LED? Depending on whether the TV is a smart TV, there are many options. You can purchase a streaming center that has Chromecast built in, or you can buy an HDMI cable that works with your phone. Otherwise, you can upgrade your TV to an Android TV or
smart TV. Ask a question ↑ This article was written by Nicole Levin, MFA. Nicole Levin is the wikicak technology editor. It has more 20 years of experience in creating technical documentation and leading support teams in large web hosting and software companies. Nicole also owns an MVN in creative writing from Portland State University and teaches composition, fiction writing
and zin-doing at various institutions. This article has been viewed 156,326 times. Co-authors: 3 Updated: March 29, 2019 Viewed: 156,326 Categories: Samsung Galaxy Print Send Fan Mail to Authors Thanks to All Authors Authors create a page that has been read 156,326 times. Times.
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